CHHI 70023: THE CHURCH IN THE MIDST OF PLURALISM: CHRISTIANITY IN ASIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES

3 hours

Instructor: Timothy S. Lee

Prerequisites: None

Description of Content: This class examines experiences of Asian American Christian communities, exploring the character of their faiths and roles assumed by their churches, especially as agents of assimilation in the United States. The class examines commonalities that cut across these communities, as well as particular experiences of individual communities.

Class Procedures: class discussion, student presentations, video presentations

Requirements (tentative): 1) Regular attendance and participation, 2) two reflection papers, 3) class presentations, 4) processing summaries, 5) 18-20-page paper.

Texts


Grading Procedure (tentative): 18-20-page paper, 35%; presentations, 20%; two reflection papers, 25%; attendance and discussion, 10%; processing notes, 10%